
roject 300 (Diesel Powef s '87 Ford F-250 6.9L

lDl buitdup) has been put to the test now that we

have to make a 140-mite roundtr ip commute to

our new office. In order for it to rise to the occa-

sion, a few changes were in order, including the

addit ion ofa hightech stereo, improved suspension, and a safer braking

system. We were able to accomplish these addit ions in one weekend'

using regular handtoots. While we were at it, we removed about 2 pounds

of caked-on dust and grime from the interior' BP

The interiorofProiect 300 needed some attention sincewe were goingto spend a good

portion of our day in the cab battting traffic. The XLT Lariat package must have been

nice when it was new, but ours had gotten soggy and fitthy from years of use'

SULASTIC SPRINGS, REAR
ANTILOCK BRAKES, AND A

PIONEER CD PLAYER SMOOTH
OUT OUR 14O.MILE COMMUTE

we removed the carpet, insutation, and wood-trimmed dash Pieces (there was atuminum

underneath) from thetruck. The Pioneer CD receiver (DEH-P62O0BT) was a snap to instatl'

Att we needed was a wiring harness and a metal strap. The Pioneer receiver has a USB

port, is Btuetooth and iPod compatibte, and is atso HD Radio ready. Pay no attention to

the coited-up wires-they'reforthe Snow Performancewater-methanolsystem controller'

we plan on runningthem through a hole in the top ofthe dash in the near future.
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fhe 6/z-inch Pioneer speakers fit nicely in the door in
the original screw hotes. We removed the dusty insula-
tion and carefully hosed down the inside of the doors.
We used heat-shrink crimp connectors and electriral
tape on all the electrical connections.

The next thing Proiect 300 needed for the long commute
was a better ride. We installed these Sulastic spring
shackles (teft) and experienced a smoother drive imme-
diately. In the factory shackles'defense, their bushings
were badly worn. The large, black, rubber bushing in the
Sulastic shackles connect the two swinging pieces (with
preset tension) and isolate vibrations as they create a
controlled resistance. The blue bushing, which connects
to the frame perch, is atso larger.

First, we took offthe tires. disconnected the shocks and
exhaust hanger, and put iackstands under the frame,
it is important to take notice of how the bolts are posi-
tioned and replace them that way when you install the
Sulastic spring. Our botts were very easy to remove, but
ifyou live in the rust belt, expect to have to use a torch
and impact wrench and replace the bolts. You may also
need to remove the bushings in the leaf spring (which
may reguire removing the leaf springs from the axle).
In our case, the only parts we removed were the two
botts holding the shackles in. Next, we took a big bar
and pushed the end of the leaf springs down past the
hanger on the frame to get the bolts on the leafsprings
free. Before installing the Sulastic shacktes in position,
we put the included washer between the Sulastics and
the frame side ofthe perch (arrow).
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We decided to install the bolts opposite from how they
came from the factory. We reasoned that since we cut
the exress bolt length off, they were the same size as
the nut ends and wouldn't rub.

The Sulastic springs do not affect the ride height but are
supposed to help with braking, cornering, and carry-
ing heavy loads. So far, we are very imDressed with the
smooth difference w€ got from the Sutastic springs.

The last thing we did was replace our rear anti lock brake
system (RABS) hydraulic controlvalve. We got this hard-
to-find part from RockAuto.

Cardone
wwwcardone.com

Pioneer
wwwpioneere[ectron ics.com

RockAuto
t608| 762-5288 . www.rockauto.com

5ulastic
{Ir08l 239 - 4527 . www.sulastic.com
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